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Abstract Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) are well suited for functions such as
data/pattern classification, estimation, prediction, signal processing and robotic
control applications. Whereas, the real-world embedded applications are often multifunctional with orthogonal functional requirements. The EMBRACE hardware
modular SNN architecture has been previously reported as an embedded computing
platform for complex real-world applications. The EMBRACE architecture employs
Genetic Algorithm (GA) for training the SNN which offers faster prototyping of
SNN applications, but exhibits a number of limitations including poor scalability
and search space explosions for the evolution of large scale, complex, real-world
applications. This paper investigates the limitations of evolving real-world embedded
applications with orthogonal functional goals on hardware SNN using GA-based
training.
This paper presents a fast and efficient application prototyping technique using
the EMBRACE hardware modular SNN architecture and the GA-based evolution
platform. Modular design and evolution of a robotic navigational controller application decomposed into obstacle avoidance controller and speed and direction
manager application subtasks is presented. The proposed modular evolution technique successfully integrates the orthogonal functionalities of the application and
helps to overcome contradicting application scenarios gracefully. Results illustrate
that the modular evolution of the application reduces the SNN configuration search
space and complexity for the GA-based SNN evolution, offering rapid and successful
prototyping of complex applications on the hardware SNN platform. The paper
presents validation results of the evolved robotic application implemented on the
EMBRACE architecture prototyped on Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA interacting with
the player-stage robotics simulator.
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1 Introduction
Classical computing paradigms are suitable for applications comprising a series
of well-defined calculations. Traditional computing techniques have a number of
limitations when applied to real-world embedded applications. These applications
are often characterised by the contradicting functional requirements in unexplored
data and application scenarios. Hence the perfect solutions (that offer required
behaviour in all the possible application scenarios) for these applications are difficult
due to the inherent non-linearity.
Biologically inspired artificial neural network computing techniques mimic the
key functions of the human brain and have the potential to offer smart and adaptive
solutions for complex real-world problems [1]. The organic nervous system includes
a dense and complex interconnection of neurons and synapses, where each neuron
connects to thousands of other neurons through synaptic connections. Computing
systems based on Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) emulate real biological neural
networks, conveying information through the communication of short transient
pulses (spikes) via synaptic connections between neurons [2] [3]. Embedded systems
based on hardware SNNs offer elegant solutions as low-power and scalable embedded computing elements, characterised with rich non-linear dynamics. Hardware
SNNs are suited to real-world applications including data/pattern classification,
estimation, prediction, dynamic/non-linear control and signal processing [4] [5].
The authors have investigated and proposed EMBRACE1 as an embedded
computing architecture for the implementation of large scale SNNs [6] [7] [8]. The
EMBRACE architecture comprises Modular Neural Tiles (MNTs) interconnected
using a hierarchical Network on Chip (NoC) communication infrastructure [9] [10].
EMBRACE architecture prototype uses a Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based SNN
evolution and configuration platform that configures the SNN synaptic weights
and neuron threshold potentials and evolves the desired functionality by searching
the correct SNN configuration (synaptic weights and threshold potential). The
GA-based search executing on the host computer interfaces only with the overall
input and output of the SNN. This technique offers a simple method of prototyping
applications on hardware SNN platforms. The authors have successfully applied the
EMBRACE hardware SNN system to a number of benchmark data classification
and control applications such as XOR data classifier, inverted pendulum controller,
Wisconsin breast cancer dataset classifier and robotic controllers [7] [8] [11].
Real-world embedded applications are often multi-functional with orthogonal
functional requirements. Perfect solutions for these applications are difficult due to
the absence of an exact or deterministic computational algorithm. The inherent
fuzzy nature and contradicting functional requirements of these applications poses a
serious challenge for their implementation on hardware SNN architectures. The GAbased SNN training has been effective for evolving small uni-functional applications
on hardware SNN platforms. This technique offers a simple and rapid prototyping
method for the validation of hardware SNN platforms [7] [8] [11]. However, the
GA-based SNN evolution technique exhibits a number of limitations including
poor scalability and search space explosion for the evolution of complex SNN
applications. The paper illustrates the limitations of a GA-based SNN evolution in
solving increasingly complex applications with orthogonal functional goals such
1
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Fig. 1: EMBRACE Hardware SNN Robotic Controller Application Evolution
System

as a robotic controller application with contradicting behavioural requirements in
certain scenarios.
The limitations of GA-based SNN evolution can be mitigated using the classic
divide and conquer technique, by defining the overall behaviour as a number of
less complex orthogonal functions. The Subsumption Architecture is a layered
application organisation which is based on the divide and conquer technique. The
subsumption architecture suggests partitioning the high level behavioral robotic
applications into layers of control modules, where higher level layers subsume the
roles of lower layer functions [12]. A Modular Neural Network (MNN) architecture
comprises interconnected neural computation modules, and hence lends itself to
subsumption-style function implementation.
This paper presents a rapid application prototyping technique for the EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture using the subsumption architecture based
modular application partitioning technique. This mitigates the problems associated
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with the GA-based SNN evolution for complex real-world embedded applications
and offers a rapid yet simple application prototyping technique for hardware SNN
architectures. The technique has been applied to a robotic navigational controller
application which directs the robot on a pre-determined route in a two-dimensional
environment containing obstacles. The multifunctional robotic navigational controller application has been decomposed into the Obstacle Avoidance Controller
(OAC) and the Speed and Direction Manager (SDM) application subtasks. The
OAC subtask uses sensory inputs to steer the robot avoiding obstacles while the
SDM subtask manoeuvres the robot towards the target location. The Integration
(INT) subtask combines the output from both the OAC and SDM tasks to provide
the overall control to the robot in its environment.
Figure 1 illustrates the robotic controller application evolution setup comprising
the EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture FPGA prototype [8] [9] interfaced with
the player-stage robotics simulator [13] and GA-based hardware SNN evolution
platform executing on the host computer. The individual application subtasks
(OAC and SDM) and integration subtask (INT) are implemented on separate
hardware SNN modules and evolved separately. The overall robotic behaviour is
elaborated by combining the OAC and SDM output in the INT subtask.
This paper presents the robotic navigational controller modular application
design including SNN application topology, GA fitness criteria and application evolution. Results illustrate that the modular evolution of the application reduces the
SNN configuration search space and complexity (for the GA-based SNN evolution),
offering rapid prototyping of complex applications on the hardware SNN platform.
The modular application design approach offers simplified SNN training and faster
application evolution compared to evolution of the complete application.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews the MNN computing
paradigm, hardware neural network execution architectures, modular application
design and SNN training challenges. Section 3 presents the EMBRACE hardware
SNN architecture (comprising MNTs interconnected using ring topology NoC)
and FPGA prototype implementation. Section 4 presents the modular robotic
navigational controller application design and evolution. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Related Work
This section reviews the Modular Neural Network (MNN) computing paradigm
and discusses the MNN application design and execution architectures. SNN
training techniques are reviewed to highlight their suitability for rapid application
prototyping on hardware SNN architectures.

2.1 Modular Neural Network Computing Paradigm
The biological brain is considered to be composed of several anatomically and
functionally discrete areas which process various sensory and motor tasks, and
different aspects of information [14] [15] [16]. This modular organisation observed
in the brain has been the inspiration behind the MNN computing paradigm [17].
The MNN computing paradigm is primarily based on the divide and conquer
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strategy. The MNN design strategy proposes partitioning of application into a
number of subtasks executing distinctly on neural modules [17] [18] [19]. Figure 2
illustrates MNN application organisation, where task decomposition of the high
level application leads to smaller, less complex and manageable subtasks which are
solved by individual and distinct neural modules. The intermediate outputs from
these neural modules are combined to solve the high level task or the complete
application [1] [20].
2.1.1 MNN Application Design
Application design for MNN systems primarily involves Task Decomposition to find
the correct set of application subtasks in order to achieve the overall application
behaviour. The task decomposition algorithms analyse the overall application
based on output vector partitioning and class relationships to obtain orthogonally
functional subtasks [21] [22]. Neuro-evolutionary and co-evolutionary methods
have also been proposed for the MNN design strategy [23] [24] [25]. Subtasks or
subnetworks obtained after task decomposition are executed in neural modules
within an MNN computing architecture.2
The MNN approach offers reduced training time, improved operation accuracy, structured implementation, functional partition, functional mapping and
re-mapping, potentially competitive and co-operative mode of operation and fault
tolerance [18]. A survey of MNN application designs is presented in [18] [19]. The
Subsumption Architecture is a widely influential computing paradigm for reactive, behaviour-based autonomous robotic control applications. The subsumption
2 The task decomposition for the robotic navigational controller modular application design
presented in this paper has been done manually based on input vector partitioning and analysing
the orthogonality of the functional requirements of the application.
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Fig. 3: Modular Neural Network Execution Architecture

architecture has been developed based on the MNN design concepts [12]. The
subsumption architecture is a layered application organisation, used to partition
high level behavioral robotic applications into layers of control modules, where
higher level layers subsume the roles of lower layer functions. The MNN system
architecture comprises interconnected neural computation modules, and hence
lends itself to the subsumption-style function implementation.
2.1.2 MNN Execution Architectures
Task decomposition of an application leads to two types of subtasks; namely the
Application Subtasks (discrete functional subtasks) and the Integration Subtasks.
The application subtasks operate on individual and distinct system inputs to
provide intermediate outputs. The integration subtasks integrate the intermediate
outputs from the application subtasks to generate the overall system output. Both
the application and integration subtasks have similar input-output interface and
computational requirements and can be realised using a densely connected neural
network.
Figure 3 illustrates a typical MNN execution architecture comprising individual
neural modules interconnected by a global communication infrastructure. Each neural module is a fully connected feedforward topology neural network that includes
a group of neurons interconnected using an internal communication infrastructure
and has multiple inputs and/or multiple outputs. The global (or inter-module)
communication infrastructure provides connectivity between the individual neural
modules [1] [20].

2.2 Spiking Neural Network Training Challenges
SNN training process involves iterative adjustment of the SNN configuration
(synaptic weights, threshold potential and/or network topology) to achieve the
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desired application behaviour. This section presents a brief review of the SNN
training algorithms that can be employed for training practical applications on
hardware SNN architectures.
Neural network training algorithms can be broadly classified as:
◦ Unsupervised Training Algorithms: These training algorithms rely on
tuning the neural network to statistical regularities of the input data, such that
the neural network produces the correct outputs based on these input data
patterns. Hebbian learning suggests the synaptic weight adjustment based on
the firing sequence of the connected neurons and results in emergence of new
functions, such as pattern recognition and associative memories [26] [27]. The
probability of a neuron firing based on the pre-synaptic spike timing is termed
as Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP). STDP based unsupervised SNN
training techniques have been effective for data/pattern classification, pattern
recognition and associative memories [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33].
◦ Supervised Training Algorithms: These algorithms are primarily characterised by the iterative adjustment of the neural network configuration based
on feedback from a training data set. Back-Propagation and Spike-Prop SNN
training algorithms are the most popular neural network supervised training
algorithms [34] [35]. Supervised Hebbian Learning (SHL) offers a biologically
realistic implementation of Hebbian learning rules [36] [37].
◦ Reinforcement Training Algorithms: These algorithms tune the neural
network configurations to achieve a predetermined goal, while interacting with
the environment. The technique relies on rewarding the performance improving
configurations and avoiding the performance deteriorating configurations [38]
[39] [40] [41] [42] [43].
◦ Evolutionary Training Algorithms: Evolutionary methods have been successfully applied for SNN training and evolution of robotic applications [44] [45].
GA-based SNN evolution is a reward based SNN training method that maintains a population of SNN configurations and uses nature inspired evolutionary
techniques (comprising selection, crossover and mutation) to find a correct set
of SNN configuration by evaluating the desired behaviour or ‘fitness’ of the
individual SNN configurations. The technique only uses the ‘fitness’ value of the
individual SNN configurations to compute the next set of SNN configurations
and does not require the individual neuron firing time details (as compared to
SHL/STDP-based techniques). Hence, the technique does not impose special
architectural constraints or require additional training specific elements (such
as relative timings between input-output spikes) in the neural computation
components and results in a compact architecture [46]. The GA-based SNN
evolution executing on host machine offers an easy and fast way to prototype
applications on hardware SNNs.
However, the GA-based SNN evolution does not scale well for large multifunctional applications having complex fitness landscape. The search space
for the binary coded, integer valued, n bit SNN configuration is 2n . Increase
in the SNN size (number of neurons and synapses) increases the GA search
space and complexity by the factor of O(2n ) (also termed as ‘search space
explosion’). The technique also requires large amount of memory for storage
of SNN configurations and results in slower operation due to iterative nature
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Fig. 4: EMBRACE Hardware Modular SNN Architecture with Hierarchical NoC
Comprising Ring Topology Interconnects within Mesh Topology Routers

of SNN configuration evaluation. These shortcomings limit its use for evolving
large real-world complex SNN applications and also in embedded systems.
The modular application prototyping presented in this paper reduces the search
space and complexity for the GA-based SNN evolution offering fast evolution
of complex, multifunctional applications. The proposed technique mitigates the
weaknesses of the GA-based SNN evolution and helps rapid prototyping of realworld complex embedded applications on the EMBRACE hardware SNN platform.

3 EMBRACE Hardware Modular Spiking Neural Network Execution
Architecture
This section presents the previously reported EMBRACE hardware modular SNN
architecture as an embedded computing platform for real-world applications. The
EMBRACE architecture depicted in figure 4 comprises Modular Neural Tiles
(MNTs) interconnected using a scalable and hierarchical NoC [8] [9] [10].

3.1 Modular Neural Tile Architecture
The EMBRACE MNT architecture is a two-layered 16:16 fully connected feedforward SNN structure as illustrated in figure 5) [8] [10]. The input layer (N [0, n])
and output layer (N [1, n]) of the MNT comprises 16 Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF)
neurons. Each LIF neuron maintains a membrane potential, which is a function of
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incoming spikes, associated synaptic weights, current membrane potential, and the
membrane potential leakage coefficient [2] [3]. A neuron fires (emits a spike to all
connected synapses/neurons), when its membrane potential exceeds the neuron’s
firing threshold value. Each input layer neuron has 128 synapses corresponding
to each output layer neuron within the ring interconnect. The MNT has 16 spike
outputs (SpikeOutn ) each corresponding to the 16 output layer neurons.
The EMBRACE MNT architecture prototype on Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA and
micro-architectural details of the digital neuron model have been presented in [8].
The EMBRACE MNT FPGA prototype has been successfully applied to benchmark
SNN application tasks representing classification and non-linear control functions
[8].

3.2 EMBRACE Hierarchical NoC Architecture
The NoC-based synaptic connectivity approach provides flexible inter-neuron
communication channels, scalable interconnect and connection reconfigurability
[11] [47]. The EMBRACE spike communication infrastructure is a hierarchical,
bi-level NoC architecture. The MNTs are grouped and interconnected through
a synchronous ring topology interconnect. The MNT groups (organised as ring
tiles) are interconnected via the upper level mesh topology network of routers.
The following subsections describe these interconnects and the spike flow between
MNTs.
3.2.1 Ring Interconnect Architecture
Modular SNNs exhibit a high density of synaptic connections within localised
groups. The ring topology interconnect offers fixed spike transfer latency for interMNT spike communication within the ring [9]. The ring interconnect comprises
routers connected in a unidirectional ring topology. The MNTs interface with ring
routers for spike communication. Each router buffers the spike events generated by
the attached MNT and encodes them in spike packets. Generated spike packets are
processed and forwarded in a single clock cycle. Full rotation of the spike packet
on the ring ensures broadcast packet flow control.
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Fixed latency flow control of the ring topology interconnect uses timestamping
of the input spikes at the source router, and broadcasting of spike packets to all
routers within the ring. Each destination router sorts and buffers spike events
based on the received spike packet timestamp value. Buffered spike events are
converted to output spikes at the precise clock cycle (corresponding to the source
timestamp) determined by the timeslot counter. The ring NoC interconnect offers
fixed latency spike communication which eliminates information distortion in
SNNs and results in stable and reliable application behaviour [8]. The ring NoC
interconnect is particularly suitable for the ‘spike time coded’ SNNs and STDP
training algorithms.
3.2.2 Mesh NoC Architecture
Each ring contains seven MNTs and a Ring Interface Tile (RIT) (instantiated as tile
number n = 7 figure 1). The RIT acts as the bridge between the ring interconnect
and mesh NoC router, facilitating the synaptic connectivity between MNTs within
the ring and the rest of the chip [9]. An incoming spike on an input synapse
of the RTI is converted to a spike packet by the packet encoder and forwarded
to the attached NoC router. The NoC architecture supports unicast packet flow
control, where each spike packet contains destination synapse information for a
single spike and is routed independently. Different SNN topologies are created by
configuring traffic connections between SNN elements (neurons, spike rate encoders
and decoders).
4 Modular Application Design
Real-world applications are multi-functional with many behavioural aspects described as exceptions. Unexplored conditions add another dimension of complexity
in clearly describing its behaviour. Hence an exact algorithmic solution is hard to
derive, but a reasonably good solution can be built using a number of application
modules each solving a distinct orthogonal functional requirement. This section
highlights modular application design for hardware SNN architectures based on
the subsumption architecture design principles. The section presents the modular
robotic navigational controller application design including task decomposition,
subtask design and evolution on EMBRACE-FPGA. The proposed technique is
best suited for SNN application prototyping on hardware SNN platforms and the
hardware SNN architectural validation. Although, the proposed problem consists
of a simple robotic navigational controller with two functional aspects, it can be
extended for large multi-functional applications.
The subsumption architecture proposes decomposition of the overall application
in small sized subtasks arranged in a layered fashion, where each subtask addresses a
specific application functionality [12]. Based on the subtask functionality, individual
subtasks can be supplied with all or a subset of the system inputs. Subtask outputs
are combined into higher level tasks or integration subtasks. The final system output
is always produced by the integration subtasks based on various intermediate output
patterns.
In summary, an application can be primarily decomposed based on:
◦ sensory inputs
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◦ application goals or functions
◦ functional redundancy (multiple application modules assigned for the same
functionality to increase robustness)
◦ structured application layers (functional levels during the integration phase)
◦ application extensibility
The task decomposition presented in this paper is done based on the input
vector partitioning and deriving simple orthogonal functional requirements of the
application.

4.1 Robotic Navigational Controller Application Design
The primary goal of the proposed robotic navigational controller application is
to direct the robot on a pre-determined route in a two-dimensional simulated
environment containing obstacles. The pre-determined route (selected by the
designer) is marked with fixed points (or markers)3 and the two-dimensional
simulated world contains obstacles that must be avoided by the robot (depicted in
figure 1). The two primary sub-functions derived from the main application are
◦ obstacle avoidance in the two-dimensional environment and
◦ speed and turn angle calculation to reach the next marker.
The obstacle avoidance function requires information about the robot surrounding, obtained through the sonar proximity sensors on the robot. The speed and turn
angle calculation function requires information about the current robot position
and orientation, and the next marker coordinate. Based on these functional aspects
and sensory input requirements, the robotic navigational controller can be partitioned into Obstacle Avoidance Controller (OAC) and Speed and Direction
Manager (SDM) subtasks. Figure 6 illustrates the robotic navigational controller
application organisation. Both the OAC and SDM subtasks produce speed and
turn angle output suitable for manoeuvring the robot for obstacle avoidance and
advancing towards target respectively. These subtask outputs can be integrated to
produce actuation signals (speed and turn angle) for the robot.
3 The markers for the proposed robotic navigational controller application are chosen by the
designer such that the robot can progress towards the destination by following the markers
in sequence. The markers can also be chosen by applying meta-heuristic algorithms to the
classical Travelling Salesman Problem which is currently out of scope of this paper.
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4.2 Obstacle Avoidance Controller Subtask Design
The Obstacle Avoidance Controller (OAC) controls the speed and turn angle of the
robot to avoid collisions with the obstacles inside the two-dimensional simulated
robotic environment (figure 1). The simulated robot is equipped with 16 sonar
proximity sensors which act as input to the OAC subtask SNN. The OAC subtask
SNN topology illustrated in figure 7 is mapped to MNT[2] in figure 1. Robot
sonar values are converted to spike rates by the host application and are passed
to the spike rate encoders (SRE[0] ), which generate spikes into the MNT. Spikes
from three MNT outputs (corresponding to speed and differential turnangle) are
monitored by the spike rate decoders (SRD[0] ) and are converted to analogue values
as robot speed and turning angle inputs to the simulator (where, Turning angle =
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TurnAngle0 - TurnAngle1 ). The use of differential outputs for the calculation of
turnangle eliminates the directional bias by individual outputs.
The fitness criteria for the OAC application is defined as robot travelling a
finite distance and avoiding obstacles for t ≥ 120 seconds. The fitness of the SNN
configuration is calculated as:
FOAC = αT + βD

(1)

Where:
FOAC = Fitness of the individual (for OAC subtask)
T
= Robot travel time (in seconds)
D
= Robot travel distance (in cms)
Given:
Number of collisions = 0
SNN outputs are within the operating range (0 ≤ Speed ≤ 5 and −3.14 ≤
T urnAngle ≤ 3.14)
Robot does not spin indefinitely
The fitness evaluation constants α and β are chosen to scale the outputs to
match the time and distance measurement units.
Evaluation of the individual configuration has been accomplished with the
robot roaming within the simulated environment for 120s ≤ t ≤ 300s. On timeout
(t = 300s), or if the robot has collided with an obstacle, the GA-based evolution
and configuration platform processes the recorded robot behaviour and assigns a
fitness score to the individual SNN configuration. Fitness scores are used by the
GA to determine the probability of an individual SNN configuration progressing
to the subsequent evolved generation of individual SNN configurations. Figure 8
illustrates the average and best fitness of the evolved OAC application subtask on
the MNT. The average and best SNN configuration fitness score improves as the
GA evolves leading to the successful obstacle avoidance by the robot for the full
measurement time (t = 300s).

4.3 Speed and Direction Manager Subtask Design
The Speed and Direction Manager (SDM) subtask computes required speed and
turn angle to advance the robot to the next marker. The robot navigates by
presenting a series of markers to the SDM subtask. The SDM subtask takes the
current robot coordinates and orientation (from positioning sensors on the robot)
and the target marker coordinates as input and generates speed, and the turn angle.
The ideal speed and turn angle are calculated using trigonometric equations (2)
(3) (4) (5). The SDM application subtask is evolved to minimise the error function
ESDM elaborated in equation (6).
D=

q

(X1 − X2 )2 + (Y1 − Y2 )2
SC = γD

(2)
(3)
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θ = tan−1



Y2 − Y1
X2 − X1



(4)

Ta(C) = θ − Ro

(5)

ESDM =| SC − SM | + | Ta(C) − Ta(M ) |

(6)

Where:
X1 , Y1
X2 , Y2
D
γ
SC
θ
Ro
Ta(C)
Ta(M )
SM
ESDM

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Current Coordinate
Target marker Coordinate
Distance between (X1 , Y1 ) and (X2 , Y2 )
0.475
Calculated Robot speed
Angle for (X1 , Y1 ) to (X2 , Y2 )
Current robot orientation
Calculated Robot Turn Angle
Measured Robot Turn Angle
Measured Robot speed
SDM Error Function

The SDM subtask SNN topology illustrated in figure 9 is mapped to MNT[3]
in figure 1. The current and target marker coordinates are converted to the spike
rates by the host application and are passed to spike rate encoders (SRE[1] ), which
generate spikes into the MNT. Spikes from three MNT outputs are monitored by
the spike rate decoders (SRD[0] ) and are converted to analogue values as robot
speed and turning angle (Turning angle = TurnAngle0 - TurnAngle1 ).
The evolution process uses a number of combinations of current and target
marker coordinates to ensure minimum calculation error. Figure 10 illustrates
average and best error values for the evolution of the SDM application subtask on
the MNT. The error value represents the deviation of the calculated speed and

SNN Configuration Error ESDM (in %)
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Fig. 10: Speed and Direction Manager Subtask Evolution (Fitness Evaluation
Constants: γ = 0.475)
(Note: The measured error is capped at 100%.)

Fig. 11: Evolved Robotic Navigational Controller Application Demonstration

turn angle by the SDM subtask from the ideal values calculated using equation 2
and 4. The average and best SNN configuration error score minimises as the GA
evolves leading to the minimum speed and direction output error.

4.4 Integration Subtask Design
The obstacle avoidance controller and speed and direction manager subtasks
individually solve a functional aspect of the overall application. The Integration
subtask (INT) combines the intermediate outputs from the OAC and the SDM
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Fig. 12: Robot Course Deviation Calculation
FIN T =

1
Σdi

(7)

Given:
Number of collisions = 0
SNN outputs are within the operating range (0 ≤ Speed ≤ 5 and −3.14 ≤ T urnAngle ≤
3.14)
Robot does not spin indefinitely

application subtasks to generate the overall system output. The modular robotic
navigational controller application (figure 6) is mapped onto three MNTs executing
the OAC, SDM and INT subtasks in the robotic application evolution setup
illustrated in figure 1. The application subtask MNTs are configured with the
synaptic configuration obtained through SNN evolution as described in section
4.2 and 4.3. The INT subtask has six individual inputs (from the OAC and
SDM application subtasks) and three outputs namely Speed, TurnAngle0 and
TurnAngle1 .
The application requires the robot to move from the source location and
progress towards the destination avoiding the obstacles within the simulated twodimensional environment. Figure 11 demonstrates the evolved robotic navigational
controller application on the EMBRACE-FPGA platform. The pre-planned robot
route (shown as the thinner line) progresses via the markers P1 , P2 , . . . P9 . The
accuracy of the integration subtask and the overall application is evaluated based
on the deviation of the robot course from the marked route as depicted in figure 12,
provided the robot completes the journey without colliding with the obstacles. The
INT subtask is evolved using the fitness function illustrated in equation 7 (which is
based on the accumulated course deviation error). Figure 13 illustrates the average
and best robot course deviation score for the evolution of the INT subtask on the
MNT. The actual path of the robot (controlled by the evolved hardware SNN) is
shown as a thick line in figure 11.
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Fig. 13: Integration Subtask Evolution
(Note: The measured robot course deviation is capped at 100.)

4.5 Application Orthogonal Functionality Integration
Real-world applications often encounter scenarios where no unique solution can
satisfy all the functional aspects of the application. These distinct functional
aspects can have contradicting requirements for certain application scenarios which
makes it impossible to have a correct solution for the whole application. Often a
balanced solution satisfying all the functional aspects to a certain extent helps to
solve the overall application and overcome the application scenario gracefully. One
such scenario in the robotic navigational controller application is manoeuvring the
robot around obstacle corners. The ideal solution for advancing the robot towards
the next marker requires the robot to move towards the (obstructed) destination,
whereas the ideal solution for avoiding the nearby obstacles requires the robot to
steer away from the nearest obstacle.
The application prototyping technique presented in this paper comprises the
modular application design and subtask evolution where each functional element of
the application is evolved separately and the intermediate outputs are integrated
to generate the system output. The integration subtask is trained to identify the
input patterns for the contradicting application scenarios and produce a balanced
output. The approach generates a balanced solution in various application scenarios
(e.g. robot path from marker P3 to P4 and P7 to P8 in figure 11) and efficiently
navigates the robot on the marked course. The proposed modular application
prototyping technique offers effective integration of the orthogonal functions of the
application.

4.6 Application Evolution Complexity Reduction
The individual SNN configuration in GA-based search comprises synaptic weight (5bit signed value) and threshold potential (16-bit unsigned value) of all the neurons
within the SNN. The binary coded SNN configuration has the search space of 2n
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Table 1: Robotic Navigational Controller Application SNN Configuration Comparion
Application Evolution

Modular

Non-Modular

OAC

SDM

INT

Modular Total

Number of neurons
Number of synapses
Bits in the GA gene

19
304
6384

8
40
328

9
54
414

36
398
7126

GA search space

26384

2328

2414

27126

Total GA search space

(26384 + 2328 + 2414 )

27126

36
398
7126

for n bits of configuration information. Increasing the SNN size (number of neurons
and synapses) increases the GA search space and complexity by a factor of O(2n ).
The proposed modular SNN evolution technique is compared with the non-modular
SNN evolution. Table 1 illustrates the SNN configuration comparison for the robotic
navigational controller application for the modular and the non-modular evolution.
The non-modular SNN evolution approach requires that all the three subtask SNNs
are evolved concurrently, which results in a very large solution search space of 27126 .
The modular approach evolves each subtask separately resulting in a considerably
smaller solution search space of 26384 + 2616 + 2414 . The modular SNN evolution
results in smaller solution search space, mitigating the SNN evolution problem
many folds and speeding-up the SNN evolution process.

5 Conclusions
Biologically-inspired hardware SNN architectures offer elegant solutions as lowpower and scalable embedded computing platforms ideally suited for data/pattern
classification, estimation and control applications. Various architectures comprising
reconfigurable and highly interconnected arrays of neural network elements in
hardware have been proposed to produce computationally powerful and cognitive
signal processing units. One of the main design challenges for the realisation
of practical hardware SNN systems is an efficient rapid application prototyping
method.
This paper briefly reviewed the previously reported EMBRACE hardware SNN
architecture comprising modular neural tiles interconnected using a hierarchical
NoC communication infrastructure. The EMBRACE FPGA prototype employs GAbased SNN training which is effective for evolving small uni-functional applications
on hardware SNN platforms, but the technique has a number of limitations including
poor scalability and search space explosion for the evolution of complex SNN
applications. The paper analysed the limitations of a GA-based SNN evolution in
solving increasingly complex applications with orthogonal functional goals such
as a robotic controller application with contradicting behavioural requirements in
certain scenarios.
This paper presents a rapid application prototyping technique for hardware SNN
architectures. The technique comprises modular application design and gradual
GA-based evolution of subtasks for the orthogonal application sub-functions. The
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modular application design process involves decomposing a complex application
into orthogonal subtasks based on system input/output grouping and goals or
functional aspects of the application. The intermediate outputs from subtasks
are combined using an integration subtask that is evolved to identify the input
patterns for contradicting application scenarios and produce a balanced output. The
approach helps produce a dynamic system output that is capable of overcoming the
application scenario gracefully. Structured layering of the application comprising
multiple application subtasks feeding to higher level integration subtasks leads
to an extensible application organisation where new functionality can be added
in the form of application subtasks. Also, adding multiple application subtasks
assigned for the same functionality but operating on different inputs (e.g. sonar
and laser range finder inputs for robot proximity detection) adds the robustness to
the application behaviour.
The GA-based evolution of large SNN structures for complex application
requirements results in massive solution search space and exhibits poor scalability.
The proposed modular evolution technique results in a smaller solution search
space, mitigating the SNN evolution problem many folds and speeding-up the
SNN evolution process. Real-world applications comprise many functional and
behavioural aspects for which a solution can be built using a number of application
modules solving distinct functional elements. The robotic navigational controller
application presented in this paper demonstrates successful obstacle avoidance and
route following characteristics even for the contradicting scenarios. The proposed
technique offers a rapid, simple and effective application prototyping method for
hardware SNN architectures.
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